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You don’t need snow for a white Christmas. With holidays just around the 

corner a great gift to someone would be giving them a more confident smile. 

Whether it’s through cosmetic dentistry or just simply whitening someone’s 

smile… we are here to help. So many people hide their smile because they are 

not happy with the appearance of their teeth. A smile creates an immediate, 

subconscious, visual impact on people. Statistics reveal that we place a high 

value on our smiles (According to the American Academy of Cosmetic 

Dentistry survey). Today’s dentists are artists, as well as doctors. Cosmetic 

dentistry seeks to create a more aesthetically pleasing healthy smile. If you are 

not satisfied with your smile and want to transform it from dull to dazzling, ask 

us about cosmetic dentistry. We can’t wait to hear from you!   

Benefits of a White Smile… 
 

* Improved Self Esteem: Yellow or discolored teeth can make you feel uncomfortable. A white smile makes you feel better 

about yourself.  

* Positive First Impressions: A white smile makes you appear friendlier and put together. 40% of people notice a person’s 

smile before any other physical attribute.  

* Improved Mood: Studies have shown that smiling reduces stress. Smiling releases endorphins which are                      

  neurotransmitters that make you feel happy.  

         *A Youthful Appearance: Discolored teeth are a sign of aging.  A white smile makes you look younger.  
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For those who haven’t liked our 

Facebook page….. please do  It’s 

a fun way that allows people to stay 

connected. Make sure you like us 

and continue to follow as we have 

free giveaways! We also post 

important dental education material, 

dental facts, funny content, and 

much more. We love involving 

ourselves in community affairs and 

enjoy sharing the latest update about 

our office on Facebook.  
 

We are easy to find just search: 
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A Reminder to  

Like us on Facebook  
 

Make it a White Christmas, with a Teeth 

Whitening Gift Certificate. Give yourself or 

someone you love the gift of a whiter, brighter 

smile this wonderful season with a Teeth 

Whitening Gift Certificate. Lakewood Ranch 

Dental is offering Take Home Whitening Trays 

(Value $275.00) At $220.00 (when you mention this)! Now 

through December 21
st
. Certificates include a take 

home, custom made whitening trays, a whitening 

tray case, 2weeks worth of whitening gel to get 

that bright smile, a limited exam, and guidance 

through .      the whitening process from our  

  educated team members to answer any 

   questions / concerns.   
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 Message from the Doctor 

I hope your best gift this season is to wake up each day as 
I do, grateful. Grateful for the simplest things, like waking 
up, that's always tops on my list. Soft Sheets, sound 
home, tropical beauty, getting the paper on a winter day 
barefoot, shirtless, wearing  shorts, my family, my 
friends, my staff, orange juice, food, it's all a start to a 
good day, a good life. Because to start my day anxious 
about what I don't have, how my future may be difficult 
because I am in need, to let my head immediately spin 
into a funk about what might be or what I can't do or 
what I should have done or what has been done to me or 
how unfair life has treated me is a sure recipe for a day 
that seems like a slow trudge through a muddy bough on 
a cold murky day in an abandoned industrial site in 
Newark (I hope I have not upset any fans of murky 
Newark industrial site hiking). I have been blessed with a 
grateful soul happy to be doing what I am doing here  
and now in the same shorts I had on this morning.         

God Bless America! 
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~Have a safe and Happy New Year~ 
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